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This place was an asylum of insane people that didn't know what to expect over the
years when "we" began. In HPS Maxine's starting times, it was even weirder. 

Those of you who have been here for 10+ years, know what I am talking about,
those of 20+, you know even better. 

The major part of my work was to establish a consensus of understanding: what to
expect, how to get to your desires, what to do, where to go, how you relate to the
Gods, where are they, how to reach them, how to get there. 

Where there is now "How", there is also no way. The problem is that to discover any
how, you need to actually practice this path very seriously. Back then, I had known
no "how" at all. The only thing I knew close to a "How" was something close to the
sound of the word "Chaos". 

I will give you a typical stupid example of what all these false preconceptions, in
mind [and therefore in magick] would mean in this definition, and why I have to play
the asshole [or  rather,  the bridge]  over here to show you some things that  our
parents  should  have  taught  us  all  in  a  proper  Ancient  or  other  civilization.

Years ago, there was an old HP who was named Salem, who was a very powerful
[spiritually] person. Salem long story short was outspoken, and decided one day to
flex his magical abilities in front of a youtube crowd, saying he would do a ritual to
win the lottery two days from the days that he declared it. 

Salem actually won this lottery [for 10,000$] and this somehow became an urban
legend  for  people  on  the  Yahoo  Group  at  the  time  [circa  something  2006],
celebrating this as a major success. Salem was the type of person based on his
chart too that had what we describe as "raw power", spiritually speaking. 

Needless to say, the above, even if it proves that he was spiritually powerful [had
had done a lot], and even would be considered a miracle by many, is only half a
miracle.  

Later on he did some really self destructive nonsense that cost him everything such
as crystal meth, despite of being told by anyone and everyone that it would lead to
the end. Power yes, mind zero.

Salem basically ruined himself, later on losing his mind completely. Eventually too,
he lost  his  sanity,  and shortly  after,  he lost  his  position on the JoS and ruined
himself.

Salem wasn't of the lucky generation of people that had all their mentality ironed
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over a decade by an asshole of my calibre, and therefore, his mentality remained
loose like a ship that had holes plucked in it. In other words, there was no open
path. We were opening the street back then and this was like working on a mine
and trying to open it, which is dangerous and might incur casualties. 

Most of these "Casualties" were basically due to enemy curses, lies,  detestable
nonsense by the kikes, and other foul fake "knowledge". Much of this, and since
people  haven't  known  any  better,  was  heavily  influenced  by  the  nonsense  of
Crowley and other lost spirits, that merely did whatever nonsense they could do for
a shocking effect. 

What  I  learned  from  him  watching  silently  from  the  sidelines  as  a  younger
"apprentice" in the JoS, was that actually the warnings of all the Ancients in regards
to advancement  of  the mind and so on,  were the most  important  foundation of
building anything else. Salem flew up to the sky, but he forgot to have a parachute
or a functional plane. 

The spiritual bodies and levels of consciousness, are built in this way, and there is
no avoiding "reality" or what we might consider "lower" aspects. People who refuse
to  look  into  this  and  meddle  with  spirituality,  will  merely  end  up  delusional.

You cannot escape this reality.

You cannot change this.

You can only follow this and follow a path towards success. Or follow it downwards
to failure.

Needless to say, all this influence, help, support, stability, keeping everything afloat,
is  not  something  people  who  consider  spectacles  like  winning  a  lottery  as
"miraculous". In this sense, I put the two types of mentalities in contrast. This is like
the crowd applauding a drunkard for doing too many pull-ups. 

Rather, I would like to show to people how you can do more pullups in a normal
way, and even more so, permanently and without the drunkenness. The aim is the
creation of a REAL sight to behold, and a REAL spectacle. 

I am totally aware this will not be as recognizable as other approaches. Regardless,
that's  what  everyone needs and one has to  do what  people  need and what  is
desired by the Gods. This Will has to be followed or there will be no advancement. 

Without doing this necessary [and rather damp for me] work, few people will  be
able to reach any higher. If they do, we might lose them like we lost Salem and
other people.  Jews are literally laughing on this,  not just "laughing",  but literally
rolling  on  their  chairs  that  the  Goy  considers  any  of  this  "spiritual"  or  an
"attainment".  

The real  Spiritual  Satanic  Philosophical  path,  is  what  leads to  Godhead,  not  to



these subjects. Jews knowing this, they hate it and attempted to extinct it from the
earth.

We cannot  afford anymore lies to ourselves,  the reason why,  look at  the world
around  us  all  and  where  this  fall  of  the  Gentile  people  has  led  everyone  and
everything. The rest will swim in delusions perpetually, and possibly lose too much
valuable time. 

These people who want to be deluded can join other places to experience literally
zero results and zero outcomes, it doesn't matter. If a specific segment of people
here stick with the plan, we will have given birth to what Satan has intended, sooner
or later. 

I know I lost too many years in the beginning of this trying to figure all this nonsense
arranged by others out. The Jew also laced the way for any Gentile that wanted to
advance,  with  poisonous  traps  of  death,  destruction,  stupidity  and  many  other
issues.  

Modern "Satanism" which is owned by these jews, notably follows upon this same
pattern. That is the reason why we stand opposed to all of this. 

Now, if we go into the Ancient Past, that type of nonsense such as above didn't
happen. For one, you spent 5 years doing all sorts of other things to rectify and
control the mind. Here, the average person that arrives,  does none of  this, and
proceeds to do elemental invocation, or some other shit I don't know.

Initiates went through so many things that most people here couldn't even fathom. 

HPS Maxine told me many years ago something I didn't like either. She told me that
in  Tibet,  they  get  you  as  your  first  lesson  to  clean  things  with  a  toothbrush
[bathrooms etc.] to really burst your fake ego destroyed before you can advance in
anything. The "modern" spirit cannot take half of this.

The good news is that if you only adapt 10% of what these old people did, you will
be x10 times stronger the average person nowadays. The bad news is, the amount
of people who want to do any of this is scarce and little. "Ain't nobody got time fo
'dat".

I am here to steer you away from the mistake that you think is the "Modern" spirit.
By modern spirit, we can relate to the false sense of relating to the world that is
pervasive all  over the West, largely dominated by a false "Easy come easy go"
thinking.  

Away from the quickness, the lack of depth, the lesser understanding of an ant, the
proliferation of  stupidity,  the false sense of  strength where you have none,  and
many  other  unlikeable  aspects,  since  these  do  not  in  anyway  coincide  with
becoming a God. 



The moment you start and join Satanism, you need to really start working on this
mind.  Finding out  your  problems,  meditating,  trying to understand yourself,  and
correcting everything. Setting goals and going after them, moving away from the
loophole of perpetual damnation that encompasses many beings. 

Everyone wants to hear a falsely "magical" solution to all this, but in this case, you
haven't  understood magick  in-depth.  Magick  is  a natural  process,  that  involves,
even in it's miraculous aspect, laws of life and the universe. 

Some magicians, they can shoot a spell, and without being aware of these laws or
where they sit, if it works a giant miracle, they think that they are Gods. Yet, as
years pass, this ability may wane off or die out [or it might happen once in their life].
That is because of lack of knowledge.

A lot of real magick is hidden in changing yourself, your mentality, understanding
you are a being that can navigate your own life, and trying to come to your senses.
This "magick" remains the most underrated form of "Magick", and represents the
first levels of spiritual initiation.

A common mistake also is trying to skip this in order to try to give yourself a false
perception  of  advancement,  which  is  a  by-product  of  being  lazy  or  desperate.
Therefore, a lot of people want to apply the higher things without having managed
the lower. 

No amount of higher magick can be worked unless the foundation of the mind is
stabilized  and  made  healthy.  Bunk  magick,  accidents,  corny  assistance  from
negative entities that teach you nothing in the end of the day, remaining stupid and
oblivious  to  your  existence,  and  getting  nowhere,  that  is  not  part  of  Spiritual
Satanism.  

There is no "Higher Magick" until you get that stuff sorted out. I am sorry to say this
that openly. Yes, much of it will be bunk and useless if you don't advance in the
deeper recess of your mind, mentality etc.

In every Ancient initiation rites, the beginning happened in the earth, then water,
then air, then fire. In the Joy of Satan, before any of these things we have now
existed,  you could  jump straight  into fire,  and nobody even told you otherwise.
Generally, without the rest of the elements, one has to be very lucky or burning can
occur.

What does the above mean? Use your thought process. That is why many people
fly  into  delusions  and  other  issues.  Jews  know  this  is  the  case,  and  so  on.
Regardless, Gentiles left without a culture couldn't articulate these things and put
them in order, which made us useless. 

Even worse, Gentiles have been meddling either with jewish shit or NONSENSE for
thousands of years time now.



In regards to the cycle of initiations, these also, took decades. Now, people can't
"wait" for decades, yet, regardless, the situation remains the same that this path
works this way. The Gods do indeed understand our situation and urgency, which is
why this knowledge is given out in this manner. 

In this way of having to deal with the dopamine and lies surged brains of everyone,
articulation  of  specific  subjects  can  be  difficult  or  impossible.  I'll  focus  on  the
difficult, since I don't believe that is impossible in anyway.

In every major meditation, spiritual working, magick, or spiritual pursuit, the mind
can stand in the middle. A typically badly placed mind that hasn't really become a
properly  programmed  Satanic  Mind,  cannot  really  operate  certain  segments  to
become a proper magician.

To give an example: people when they are told that you might need 180 days to
solve an issue in your life, might flip out. However, watching yourself throw a lot of
hard work everyday in another timeline, you wouldn't have these question marks. If
you had to work on a field for one year, you would also understand a lot of other
things  that  one has  to  manually  explain  to  people  here.  Such as  for  example,
"There is a time and a reason for everything".

Now, you have to take a self affected dopamine fiend that is modern man that we all
happen to be morphed into, whose brain is only built on temporary fake and instant
gratifaction, and teach this person how to live or the ways of the universe. That can
be difficult.

This type of modern crackhead that has been created, is fit for nothing but cannon
fodder and being a literal crackhead. We have been set up to become this thing.
This  thing  can only  live  in  delusions,  and cannot  really  maintain  the capacities
needed to understand the cosmic order. 

One therefore has to gradually change themselves, their mindset etc. Of course,
when people like I point to the contrary, one is dealing with a major sea of delusions
and other problems. 

Regardless, this task is possible as we have seen over the years, and many people
have  achieved  this  through  this  path  and  the  construction  of  a  proper  Satanic
Mindset. Which didn't exist before all that much. It was ironed for the last 10 years
and I was hammering it in as one hammers steel all day.

Progressively, that is only the beginning. In short, we aren't done yet. There is far
more to do and to reveal. 

The only thing that will  matter is if  the construction of  the best system that the
Gentiles ever had happens here. That is a lifelong task being built here. The idea is
that it can be passed down to your children and the children of your children, or to



people a thousand years down the line, and it will help them more or the same than
it does help you today. 

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
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